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A flower very much like Mission Bells, breed from Kanchejunga 
x Warliana the perianth are white and dished towards the large 
bell shaped cup which is a lovely shade of yellow - lemon a 
vase full is very attractive. $1.00. 

A first class flower of bright colour, having bred golden perianth of 
good substance and a large crinkle cup of intense orange-red which 	1,..„7 
intenseify with age, 50 cents. 

CAMDALE. A very striking flower which is breed from Artist Model x FERMOY the 
perianth are shovel pointed and milky white in colour, the cup is very 
large dish shaped of bright orango over all. The flower is very large 
only a few bulbs to offer. $2.00. 

'Cum. Sulphur yellow perianth with ochre yellow collar medium toll, medium 
early a beautifully combination. To people who have not soon these 

soiowNew Dutch collar or split daffodils it is a bit hard to explain. $2.00. 

COLOR =CM. very charming flower which comes from Bella Vistra x Faroe. The 
perianth soments are ice white, are large and nicely overlapping 
of lovely quality, the nice ized cup is citron yellow with a sharp-
ly defined band of bright orange and is frilled!  A flower that hits 
you right in the eye. 35 cents. 

DASHING MINSTREL. This magnificent large yellow trumpet with broad overlapping flat 

I \I \\ 	
perianth of great substanoo. The large bold trumpet is a shade 
darker than the perianth and is serrated at the mouth. Breed from 

, 	4/4- Pretoria x Golden Torch. 50 cents. 

)14k1.1004 We have been growing this one 'or some time but it is new to our cat-
alogue an early flower with yellow perianth and small orange-red cup. 
A good early cut flower, and a 'corriffic increaser. 35 cents. 

2911====755i, This is another of the new Dutch breeds lirsorted from Holland and 
they fit into c. class called Papillon, snow white perianth with 
orange shaded wings that is the perianth is split and half of the 
white perianth turn up oike wings. Something new tall stem and 
early.. 42.00. 

DOUBLE CHANCE. A fine orange and white double raised from old Van SION a nice Size 
flower the outer perianth are white the inner petals are not so 
broad and interspersed with snail and large ones of orange. A good 
double and raped increaser. 35 cents. 

ykRODA. As the name suggests an enormous flower it has white shovel pointed 
perianth, the large flnred cup open lemon-yellow it has about one of the 
largest cup seen on any daffodil. Good increaser. 01.00. 

GIPSY GIRL. A most unusual colored flower the perianth are milky white while the 
long cup of a colour which is hard to describe, one would call it 
orange-gold. A pretty little flower. 35 cents. 

GLORY OF SPRING. A large flower of lovely colored cup which is extra large expanding 
of bright orange, with shovel pointed perianth a vigorous grower 
and rapid increaser very much admired by the public. 35 cents. 

GLOWING RED. This is a fine well balanced double, the outer small overlapping 
perianth segements are white while the inner eegements are nicely 
placed and interspersed among these are smallerpetals of bright 
orange-red forming a lovely contrast in colour. S1.00. 

GOOD LOOKS. A lovely quality flower of medium size white shovel pointed perianth 
and a flat cup of orange with a darker rim which goes very intense 
with age. $1.00. 

9PAPPlriAAL. A very attractive large flower the ice white perianth segemonts are 
nicely formed and the large rather flat cup is of lemon with a 

, lovely orange frillPd edge. A vase full loaves little to be desired 
$1.00. 
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A first class quality flower with overlapping white perianth and the 
small saucer shaped cup is banded deep orange which shades to light 
yellow at the base. 35 cents. 

. A most attractive flower breed from Marlyn x Paree the perianth is ice 
white and nicely overlapping, the medium size saucer shaped cup is light 
orange with a rim of dark orange which has frills and tucks a very 
spectacular flower when bunched. 35 cents. 

JAGUAR. A large flower of magnificent quality breed from Baham x Ceylon. The deep gold-
en yellow perianth very round and overlapping beautifully smooth and flat and 
of perfect texture, the large bowl shaped cup is intense deep orange-red. Fine 
show flower and robust plant. $1.00. 

n _ LATE ARRIVAL. A really lovely good sized flower with very broad round snow white perianth 
of thick substance, while the cup is large of very light orange with a 

_ _ 	broad orinkle margin of bright orange very late. 35 cents. 

LEMON FLASH. A large flat cup flower which come from Artist Model x Green Island one of 
our favourites in this new shade, with shovel pointed snow white perianth 
while the large flat cup is similar to Artist Model is a lovely shade of 
lemon. Only a few bulbs offer. 14.00. 

LTTLE SUE. A neat little flower in the red and yellow varieties breed from Dunkell x (mpg Ceylon has lovely golden yellow large overlapping smooth perianth and the 	7, 
unusual small cup is of orange rod could win on the show bench whore the 

ig74 public general like something big and showoy this one appeals to many. 35. 

NAITA. Breed from King Of The Nonth x Content. Distinctive deep coloured reversed bi-
colour, a powerful flower in the garden being a very striking contrast with the 

kJ, 	rich luminous lemon perianth having a white halo at the base of the white trumpet 
when fully developed capable of winning at any show. Raised in the U.S.A. $2.00. 

NANCY PATRICIA. This is undoubtly one of the nicest show daffodils, its parents were 
Chinese White x Green Island has smooth large white overlapping perianth 
the medium size frilled cup is of pale cream. A first class show flower.NI 
$1.00. 

A very late flower in fact about one of the last to flower. The $erianth 
are Ore white and shovel pointed and overlapping the rather large flat 
saucer shape cup open citron colour with a lovely frillpd  deep orange 
margin, with flicks of white later on, tho white flicks enlarges with gaps 
of white and orange a very attractive and charming flower. 35 cents. 

MOON FAIRYIES. A charming jonquil Hybrid type of flower bearing 1 to 3 smallish flower 
on each stem perianth clear yellow, cup a darker shade in tone. A daint-
y and most attractive flower for cutting free bloomer and increaser, 
last for ages on the plant. 35 cents. 

PINK FRILL. A magnificent flower of beauty and quality the large size cup opens a lemon 
colored, pink after a fow days and then turn to a beautiful pink the shade 
is outstanding and has a lovely frill. Truly beautiful. 50 cents. 

PINK BONNINGTON. This is a fine large pink cup almost a trumpet, with a good solid white 
overlapping perianth of fine form aad well shaped pink cup. $1.00. 

PINK STRIPED. A most unusual flower in the pinks it come from Rose Dawn x Blushing 
Bride the perianth are white while the long expanding cup fizz several 
splits at the edge and these splits as margined white it is really some 
thing different. $1.00. 

RED RANGER. Breed Carbineer x Ceylon. A show quality flower of large size very smooth 
zrounded form of fine rich yellow perianth whilst the bowl shaped cup is a 41.4 -.:flaming intense scarlet, toll  and strong making it a very fine garden 
daffodil as well as a worthy show one. 50 cents. 

ROYAL CHARGER. Breed from Royal Mail x BAEflAm. A. large flower of most perfect show 
quality with a flawless golden yellow perianth, the segements of which 
are very broad and slightly pointed, perfectly flat of lovely texture 

1_11 

and substance. The beautifully porportioned expanded cup is deep and Pi 4 	 on 
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SALMON TROUT. It came from collected seed from Rose of Trales, no definite cross was 
made. A faultless flower the pure white perianth segements are very 
broad shovel pointed and beautiful flat of lovely smooth texture. The 
large cup is distinct soft salmon pink beautifully flanged and rolled at 
the mouth. Like all pinks it requires a few days to develop its proper 
colour. $1.00. 

SPRING MAGIC. A fine flower breed from Artist Model the perianth is white and round, 

1- 	
the cup a lovely shade of apricot and very flat it is like a lot of q 	

!, 	bright coloured flowers the colour get more intense with age. 
41o, 	 / 1 	' 	Very outstanding. 50 cents. 

TABLE CAPE. A very fine imposing flower of magnificent largo size it has a large flared 
cup of bright lemon and the perianth large and snow white a contrast of 
colour. A vigorous ;rower with cane like stems. 44.00. 



fee BEST W HES . 

s' ART C STAR. An all white trumpet of good form and texture and the 
34-1 rolled. A Pepin x Kanchenjungu seedling. 

ARM ADR A truly gorgeous and sensational first early giant 
rich golden perianth and large bold frilled cup of 

Nj 4 red. Free increasing plant of enormous vigour. 75 cents. 

ARTISTS MODEL. A beautiful and distinct flower having vividly expanded cup which lies 
perfectly flat on the white perianth. The colour of the cup is unique 
orange centre banded with yellow. To our way of thinking one of the nicest 
flowers that ever grew it is our personal favourite a bunch picked at the 
peak is something out of this world. $1.00. 

Aup>ittlat. A very beautiful yellow trumpet, flat overlapping perianth with large well 
proportioned trumpet of great substance widely flanged with rolled back mouth. 

1-A 
aAgqiiiqq. A very fine imposing trumpet, the large shovel pointed perianth are very broad, 

the large bold primrose trumpet is widely flanged and rolled at the mouth. A 
really fine garden flower. 

BALLET DANCER. The large white perianth are wido flat and overlapping and the large 
like cup open flat back against the perianth it is white on opening, 
passing to a buff shade. 

BARROW CREEK. A majestic limo colour flower one of the many good limes we have bred here 
a extra large all lime trumpet the perianth is overlapping of lovely text-
ure, the immense trumpet with fluted serated edge is fully two inches long 
and as the flower ages it changes to a delicate cool lime. A flower much 
admired by the public. $1.00. 

The broad pure white perianth are very smooth and of good substance, the 
large cup is a lovely shade of pink. Will be much in demand when it becomes 
more plentiful. $1.00. 

of glorious colouring, broad 
intense deep tangerine-orange 

end of the trumpet is 

disc 
later 
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ALL BULBS LISTED ONE PRICE,.  (35 cents) UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.  

ABEL TASMAD. A perfect flower in the large flat cup class strong grower on two foot stems, 
has large flat cup of orange-yellow that lies flat on to smooth white 
p rianth. $1.00. 

AIR WARDEN. road solid overlapping pure white perianth of good quality standing at 
right angles to medium sized bowl-shaped cup of chrome-yellow which has 
delightfully frilled edge. Always comes good. 

ALICE SPRINGS: A Moonstruck x Spellbinder seedling, a large all limey trumpet with roll- 
'N 	ed edge. One of the new colour breaks good doer and a gorgeous flower. $1. 

ALC0MIE.A first class bicolour trumpet soft lam= trumpet and white perianth of extra 
Up0,  good texture. A show flower. 

ALLAUL This one is a beaut, but the colour is hard to describe, perianth are white and 
when first open the almost size trumpet is cream later passing to pretty creamy 
buff shade a lovely frilley edge. 

APRICOT SENSATION. A very pretty shade of apricot, with medium size cup lays back to 
white perianth, a good doer and increaser the flowers are carried on 
long strong stems. A vase of them leaves little to be desired. 

BEAU VISTA. A most striking flower breed from Maryln x Bella Vista with satin pure white 
perianth and a wide expaniting cup which is coloured light yellow with a love-
ly band of rod around the edge which is aerated, a vase full leaves little 
to be desired. $1.00. 

BELLA VISTA. A rather late flower of nice form, white petals and small cup edged with 
red. A pretty flower on long stems. 

BESSIE C. SCOTT. Solid white perianth and bright yellow trumpet. 

BIG-P14310U. This immense by colour trumpetis of imposing proportions the lovely lemon 
colour trumpet with a frilled expanding mouth with flicks of white, is of 
huge size while the milky white perianth are largo and overlapping. 
A late flower. S3.00. 
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BLANCHFORD. Bicolour trumpet, white petals and a large lemon-frilled trumpet. 

BLUSHING BRIDE. White petals and a large frilled cup of pink. Good doer and increaser. 

BRIGHT LIGHTS. Large flower and well balanced. Good white petals overlap well and the 
P/ig14 	cup is flat, of brilliant orange and beautifully frilled. 

BRIDAL USH. An extra good doer and increaser long cup open a pinkish yellow passing 

4/ Lr, to light pink with white perianth, A bunch when open a few days is a lovely sight. 
BRIGHTNESS. A striking early flower with broad rich yellow perianth and an enormous 

spreading cup of deep orange-scarlet, 

.RD 	A magnificient large trumpet the colour is hard to describe, it is not bright 
yellow, and its not lime, its in between, the perianth are large, the trumpet 
is widely flanged and rolled at the mouth and when picked fades to a really 
lovely shade. 

t.  BROUGHSHANE. A glorious giant white trumpet breed from Trostan x Kanchenjunga. The noble 
trumpet is widely flanged, reflexed and frilled. The immense flower is of 
great substance and exceptionally durable, carried on a strong stem. $1.00. 

BONNINCTON. A quality flower with smooth broad overlapping perianth and light lemon 
14a. L.(14--trumpet 

BUFF DELIGHT. One of the new shades of buff A large cup of buff with background of 
white. A bunch is a real delight. Warliana x Green Island seedling. 

CALDER ROAD. An extra good flower in the large flat class, the large flat cup of over 
two inches of yellow to light-orange lay flat back on to neat white per-
ianth, a lovely flower of perfect formation. 42.00. 

A fine flower with white ;hovel pointed overlapping perianth lovely quality 
standing at right angles to the large long nearly trumpet size cup which is 
pure soft pink which is ox:)anded at the mouth a good strong grower and last 
well when cut,  31.00. 

c„KEETON-EVgallgtEy, A largo flat round yellow cup that lays right back on to the petals of 
lighter colour, A good doer and increaser. 

)P 

CAMBERWELL KING. Large yellow irur.'pct a perfectly formed flower and tall grower. 

CEYLO. A fine red and yellow tear broad smooth intense gold perianth and deep clear 
iforange cup, the flower must develop on the plant to get the full intensity of 

the colour in the cup. Sun proof,  75 cents. 

! !OBAR)ES DRAPER. A large bold white trumpet, perianth broad and flat and the trumpet well 
\A4( \--c,. 1.4,12.,  flanged and heavily frilled. 

CHINESE WHITE. Pure white throughout except for a faint touch of green in the eye. 

V 60 	Shallow fluted saucer crown. 1131.00, 

CHERRY TART. This is a good early red and yellow with yellow perianth and a medium sized 
cup of intense orange-red on tall stem and is sunproof and long lasting on 
the plant, it is a good addition to the red cups owing to its being early 
when colour is scarce. 

	

CHUNGdC 	Breed from the same cross as Indian Summer, large tall stems. Circular 

	

\Jil 	flower having broad smooth clear golden perianth and intense deep vivid 
shallow crown. 

CLEARMONT. A medium size cup of apricot with a clear white background. A vase full is 
very attractive 

COLOUR PARADE. A charming superb quality flower breed from Bella Vista x Paroo. The 
perianth are nearly round, of glistening white and the medium size cup is 

/1g14  
saucer shaped, of a le%oly shade of canary yellow with a sharply defined 
serrated edge of -Aierry red,  31.00. 

Moonstruck. x Spe 	seedling. A large all limey trumpet, as one would 
expect from its parents, capons a lovely limey green shade and as it ages 
inside the ,'Jrumpet gees white and the rest of the fl.,eer goes a light 
limey colour, a most impressive sight. $1.00. 

CANDY PINK. 
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COOPER FRILL. Long copper pink, cup with nice thick white perianth. 

COBAR. A bi-colour trumpet of pale creamery lemon, with white perianth. 

CONTENT.tlear soft greenish primrose throughout gradually passing to a pale lemon white 
tone, except the brim of the trumpet which retains a charming frill of lemon. 

CUBADOR. A. neat flower a Lunnewanna x Buse seedling, White perianth and a small flat cup 
v" 	' of creamey lemon. Could win on the show bench. 

CYRIL WISE. An immense large cream flower fully five inches across and the enormous 
flared cup measures three inchos, An out-standing flower in the large cup 
class. 

DEAR HEART. A large and imposing flower breed from Artist, x Model. The perianth of this 
lovely flower is white and the large flat cup is brilliant deep solid apricot 
serrated at the edge. A nice flower in the flat cups. $1.00. 

DECIMAL CURRENCY. A huge large cup flower with a light orange cup to a background of 
white perianth, long tall stems. If you want something large this is 
the one. $1.00. 

IXTAkle0FA.212RTZG.,- A very pretty flower, white perianth and long flared cup of orange 
yellow with a pretty white flecked frill. 

DTELD. Excellent show flower, yellow perianth, flat red cup. 

DUkt Ob24DSOR. A sensation. enormous white perianth and large saucer like cup of 
bright orange, 

EARLY PINK. The first pink to flower, very early for a pink. White perianth and long 
thin cup bordering on trumpet size, of a pretty pink shade. A good keeper. 

EASTER MOON. Best flower in London show season 195h.  Broad smoothly overlapping perianth 
of the most faultless - waxy texture and substance, shortish cup, pure white 
throughout with cole eage-green base in cup. Tall vigorous grower. $2.00. 

iELABANX. Another addition to tho 	 Has a small lemon cup edged with orange to 
background of clear Alto perianth. First class show flower. 

ENNISKTLLFA. Magnificent ,hits and crimson flower from Ireland, a startling contrast in 
141' a flower of perfect rounded shape;; good, 

V 
EVONNE GOOLAGONG. A very striving flower 	light yellow perianth later on changing 

to milky white, the extra large flat cup of brilliant apricot and 
later changing to dark orange a most lovely flower that hits you right 
in the eye, a lovely flower named after a lovely girl. $3.00. 

FAIR BREEZE. A flower of fine texture with thick white periantb and cup of orange. 
-.. -111 Show flower. 

FAIRY WONDER. A rich salmon cup flower from Now Zealand. Perianth white and overlapping 
k./-00 	an attractive spectem. 

FEXMOY. A magnificent flower of great size and fine quality, very large pure white per-
ianth of fine substance and well proportioned frilled bowl shaped crown, bright 
orange red at mouth shading to gold in the base late. 

 

FIREY FESTIVAL. Like most red and yerow flowers, must be picked when freshly opened as 
it burns in the eun, Open yellow perianth and flared dark orange cup, 
when picked a few days the perianth go milky white and the cup goes 
nearly red. An eye-Ttoppor on the mantlepiece. 

FIRST EARLY. Early frilled trumpet, ono of the earliest of daffodils to flower. Lovely 
big frilled cup all. yeflow- It will be keenly sought out for the cut flower 
trade when it becomee more plentiful owing to it being so early. 

FINE & DANDY. An extra early flower of good form yellow perianth and a large flared cup 
of orange carried on a long stem. Good doer. 

FLOUNDER. A pretty lietle flower with an orange flat cup that lays right onto the 
yellow perianth. 
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FLOWERDALE. The Scout x Halet, a large flat cup fully two inches across of a shade of 
orange and lays back onto white perianth of good formation. Good grower on 
long stems. 4 1.00. 

FO 	White perianth of fine substance, solid red cup. Strong grower and good show 
p* flower. 

FOGW'DEW. Round well overlapping perianth of purest white, smallish frilled white 
crown, with a deep sage-green centre. 

FRTIJAD BUFF CUP. A large frilled cup of a buff shade goes darker with age. 

FRILLS OF SPRDIG. A most attractive decorative flower, the large bold spreading cup is 
of light orange, with a lovely crinkle frill, the perianth are white. 
This large flower measures up to four and a half' inches across. $1.00. 

FUR'. One of the most intensely coloured flowers yet raised, deep golden perianth and 
'51 	medium length crown of deep clear dark-vivid orange red. Raised in Ireland. $1.00. 

FRIED EGG. Creamy white perianth and an extra large yellow orange flat cup. The cup lays 
almost flat back on the perianth. A vase full at eye level is truly beautiful. 

GAY RASCAL. A Swanley Peerless seedling with white perianth and a pretty little flat cup -) 
A 34  Vely47of cream with a lemon rim. Show flower. 

qq GAY CABALLERO. Merlin x Matapon seedling a lovely flower. The perianth are white and 
vitrikt 511 large and cup is a lovely shade of yellow edge with red a spectacular 

bit of colour. 

GUI1GE BASS. Fried egg x W.J. Smith. A most lovely flower of the large cup type. When 
first open the laze' frilled cup is yellow to a background of white per-
ianth, later on the cup fade* to a light buff shade. A'worthy name to a 
great explorer. $1.00, 

GERANIUM. Pure white perianth, deep orange centre, four to six flowers on a stem. One 
vv,tx of the last to flower, Long lasting flower, good doer highly scented. 

GOLDFAkTOROH. Yellow trumpet, the trumpet is a darker yellow than the perianth. A good 
,/ 358 	cut flower. 

)-*1 GOLD RUSH. All yellow trumpet, the trumpet is darker colour than the perianth. 
_YLlir 

GRAND HOSTESS. A charming and unusual flower the lemon cup with a tinge of orange is 
large and flat and lays back on to snow white perianth, of which it covers 
half, something different, extra long stems. $1.00. 

GREETINGS. A fine flower breed from Arbor x Painted Lady. The perianth is white and 
, ! 	„,..: 

‘,\\,,, 	Ot7/ overlapping of good texture. The saucer shaped fairly large cup is orange-red, 
with light orange at the base. $1.00. 

7  .4-  ---- 
GREEN IS AND. Smooth rounded white segments of such immense width that they form an 

almost complete circle. Well proportioned shallow bowl-shaped frilled cup 

i3 	greenish white at the base inside passing to white, which in turn passes to a band of clear green-lemon at the margin, short neck on tall strong 
stems. 

\ HADES. White perianth and striking cup intense red, must be picked before flower full 
'",k1131

4/4 
 open, burns in sun. 

1  
\ HAREW OD. A nice yellow trumpet from New Zealand, could be called a border line flowe. 
‘',,x '-? - j 	Smooth neat perianth and trumpet a shade darker. Show flower. 

tO \die/ 
HILL URN. Early yellow perianth, large big orange cup. 

/ 
HIGHETELD •EAUTY. An unusual flower with one to three flowers on a tall stem, the flower 

4,10 	has yellow perianth and small cup of darker yellow with orange edge. 
It is something different. 

HOME FIRES. One of the many good flowers to come from Ireland. An early flower of in-

‘jj4'145I-65°tense yellow perianth and cup of rod on long stems, a beautiful flower. ne. 

HI r. This is a very fine flower breed from John Elovyn. The large white perianth are 
overlapping and are snow white, the large very crinkled cup open orange and as 
the flower ages change to a lighter shade. 
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re) HOPESAY. Pure white perianth broad overlapping and large saucer-shaped crown pale sal, 
phur-yellow with a broad sharply defined band of orange-rod. 

HYDRO MAID. A fine large bi-colour trumpet, the broad milky white perianth are shovel 

" (4114 

	

	
pointed very flat, the extra long large trumpet is light yellow gracefully 
proportioned and beautifully serrated and rolled at the mouth. 

HOLIDAY/20;Zr. 

\k 

A beautiful flower in the large cup class with shovel pointed perianth 
of milky white, while the large expanding cup is of deep orange going 
more intense with age. Has fine blue green foliage and the flower is 
carried on long stem well above the plant, 1,00, 

INDIAN SUMMER. It has broad circular very omooth perianth of great substance and deep 
intense golden yellow and well proportioned shallow crown of intensely 
vivid deep orange-scarlot, a really gorgeous old-gold and scarlet colour 
effect. Tall stems late, 

INVE4i A large spectacular floerwith a wide orange red cup and large light orange per-
\g' ianth of fine texture, one of the nice new varieties. 

IVO FELL. A large round flower of good substance the broad perianth is light primrose, 

1 	on opening, but passes to milky white, the cup is of deepest orange-red right 
\g to base. Tall and vigorous a bunch is an arresting sight. 

J.P. An all yellow flower with extra large flared 

JOHN4tirON. An extra large all yellow large cup, 
of yellow, 

KANCHEJUNGA. An immense bloom segment of perianth broad and very overlapping huge trump- 

Tc/V/ 	et widely flanged and serrated perianth pure white trumpet palest lemon 
passing 	white. 21.00. 

16  
KEVEN WISE. 

41'1/ 

A most lcvoly flower of fine texture with large overlapping pure white 
shovel shaped perianth segments of grand substance. and a large fluted cup 
of a lovely shade of rose pink with a beautiful frilled and serrated edge 
with flicks of white a fine flower well, posed on long stemd. 1;1.00. 

KINGOONYA. Moonstrudz x Spellbinder large all green sulphur trumpet flower a most spect-
acular flower as tho colour could be called a new colour break, it flaunt 
pretty flower on tall stems a good strong grower. ri1.00. 

LA A. An all yellow large cup show flower of highest extream with smooth perianth and 
as' cup has frilled edge, beide its head Jell. and looks at you, a beauty for the 

showman, 
LADY FAIR. A large flared all white cup, lovely, $1.00,  

gat I 
-L-LEANA. An early pink trumpet, holds its colour over long period. 

t. 

LATEST FASHION. A iterloon x Mataran seedling small cup with a deep margin of rd, with 
is- ',Tip back-ground of large perianth. 

LADDER LADY. White perianth and long neat trumpet cup length of a pretty shade "' 
lavender buff. 

LADY FRIEND. A very fine large flower with very broad white perianth of thick waxy sub 
stance. The large bell shaped cup is a lovely shade of pink and beautifnlly 
frilled at the mouth, a good growing plant with long stems, holds its colour 
over a long period, a lovely flower and so large for a pink. 1.'71.00. 

LANTERN LIGHT. A large flower with broad overlapping yellow perianth of fine substance 
and quality. The expanded cup is bright flaming orange-rod. Fine robust 

ref 1,1 plant with long stiff stems. 1;1,00. 

LEGANA. Opens cream later passing to a gurplish pink frilled. 
5a3 1 coNe 

LEMON WAY. A first class bi-colour crumpet with perianth of white and trumpet a lovely 
shade of lemon. 

icp74LIEN.A. White perianth and light cream long cup, good doer and increaser. 
-46.14 

LEMON MONISH. The last of the bi-colour trumpets to flower, white perianth and a big 
frilled trumpet of lovely shade of lemon. 

clap- 

goer and thick stems and lovely shade 



LILYDALE. A beautiful early flower pure white perianth of slendid texture the bold 
deep yellow trumpet is most beautifully flanged at the mouth very durable. 

LIME MAGIC. A large flower of fine quality breed from Leinax Spellbinder with broad 
pointed perianth and a lovely flanged trumpet with serrated brim. The whole 
flower is of lovely shade of delicate pale lime. A good doer and increaser 
on long stems. Really beautiful. $1.00. 

GLOWING L. Spellbinder x Liena, one of the many good flowers from this cross, an all 
4/A7E4tos„). 	lime trumpet it differs from other lime shades as it has an unusual glow 

412/\. 	all over, the trumpet has a rolled top, a robust grower. $1.00. 

LIMESTREAKED. Liena x Spellbinder an all lime trumpet cf good texture each perianth 
has a lime of white down the middle of them. $1.00. 

I,A. R  in 

LIMEADE. Liena x Spellbinder one of the now lima shades that we specialise in a perfect 
pose flower, the trumpet a shade darker than the perianth when first opens 
has faint lines of white in the perianth. $1.00, 

LINDA. A bi-colour trumpet the perianth are of white and when first open the trumpet 
is a lovely shade of yellow with flanged edge and flocked with white, later 
changes to a lighter shade. A good grower. 

LOVER LANE. A flower of perfect form and balance breed from Brema x Salmon Trout x 
Bridal Blush the large overlapping perianth are shovel shaped of very thick 
white waxy texture the large cup which is nearly trumpet size is a lovely 

-shade of pink with a frill. A large flower in the pink. $2.00. 

MARILYN. A neat flower with small flat light yellow cup edge with orange. 

MABABLA. Yellow perianth and deep orange cup a fair flower. Late. 

MAY MU' 

MELODY. 

MERIAD 

MISSION 

L, One of the most distinct of modern. Dutch hybrids, a plant of good habit 
and very large floweo with perianth forming a very wide white perianth in 
front of which is displayed 	enormoes flat crown of Indian yellow shading 
to salmon. After a day or so the crown fades to a pleasant cream. $j 

A very good pink of good form the overlapping eightly po!eitod perianth is 
white, the long trumpet shape cup is nicely flanged and serrated at the mouth 
and is of a shade of coppery pink, 1,',1.00, 

. This fine sized flower has broad flat pure white perianth of groat substance 
well balanced cup 1)0[10:fully expanded to shoe the pale yellow walls and the 
margin of bright orange-red, well poised on strong stems, 

BELLS. An Artists Model seedling with the white perianth fold over a big pretty 
yellow flared cup looks just like a boll a most unusual and pretty flower 
has boon much admired since we first raised it, 50 cents. 

MONTELLO. White perianth and a flared orange cup. Fairly early. 

MOONSTRUCK. The largest and most robust of the series of trumpet breed from King of 
the North x Content an immense flower of fine quality and stately bearing 
with perianth of lemon primrose white and serrated trumpet of similar pale 
cool tone but the brim is tipped with bright lemon. $1.00. 

MOORPARK APRICOT. Princess Betty x Artists Model a nice shade of apricot and white 
large fluted cup of a deep shade of apricot turning a lighter shade 
as it ages, the petals are white. 

A lovely large flower of good quality with shovel pointed white perianth 
the extra large cup opens light lemon and late:: fades to cream with a lovely 
frill. A vase full is beautiful, $1,00, 

Omaroo x Truaseau, a medium size large cup flower of unusual colour when 
first opens, the large long cup io lemon coloured and the pointed perianth 
is white but later the Clip changes to a lovely buff choose colour and as the 
flower ar!es the colour goes deeper it could be called a colour break. Good 
grower. 1.00. 

MOON DUST. 

MOORLEAH. 



4TPY.(P9PL...) 

MOONTIDE. A most attractive flower with big white perianth and a large saucer shaped cup 

	

/7.5 7 	of a pretty shade of light orange and the crinkled edge has a margin of deep 
orange. A vase full  is most attractive. $1.00. 

MRS. O. RONALDS. A truly beautiful pink, pure white overlapping perianth and fairly long 

\e/74D 	cup is of a very deep shade of pink. last well. $1.00. 

NEW GEM. Yellow perianth, flared cup of yellow with orange-red edge. Very pretty. 

NEW MOON. Nice bi-colour with white perianth and a pretty trumpet of cream lemon. 
Rapid increaser. 

NEW IDEt4/This is one of the most striking flowers we have raised up to date. The deep 

7 	yellow large perianth are of lovely quality and good texture, while the medium 
size crown is of deep intense orange-red, a striking contrast in colours. A 
strong grower and carries its flowers on tall stems well above the foliage and 
when picked the colour goes more intense with age. A vase full is just stunning. 

L  $1.00. 
NEVTLL WISE. A magnificent flower of majestic beauty, broad snow white overlapping per-

ianth, with wide flared cup of orange with frills and tucks, later changes 
to a lighter shade. A lovely flower one of the nicest we have bred for some 
time. A vase full is really stunning. $2.00. 

NED KELLY. Spellbinder.  x Moonstruck, a splendid large green lime coloured trumpet opens 
limey green and later on the whole flower fades to a lovely pale lime shade 
a most gorgeous flower. A good doer on long stems. $1.00. 

OMAROE. A first early bi-colours  the cup opens chrome yellow slowly passes to an unusually 
bright yellow ochre which makes a striking contrast to the pure white broad per-
ianth. Good increaser. 

ORANGE CUP. A pretty colour flower with creamy-white perianth and cup of orange colour. 

ORANGE FIRE. A huge flower with yellow perianth and big bright two-tone orange cup. 
Good doer on long stems. Late. 

ORANGE GIANT. An immense flower of the large cup variety with very broad rounded per-
ianth, a large orange cup, Overall the flower measures 44 inches. A good 
garden plant for those who like large flowers. $1.00. 

ORANGERY. A white perianth of overlapping perianth and a warm orange-edged yellow colour. 
A good stem, medium early show piece among the collar daffodils. This is our 
first Dutch collar variety and in the near future we will have some more. $2.00. 

OUR DARLING. A sweet and attractive flower, breed from Gyde x Estrella. The perianth 
which are white,'curve in a little and the crinkly cup has a narrow edge of. 

	

-;'1'\. 	
rod. It is always much admired when growing, or massed on the mantlepiece. 
$1.00. 

OVERTURE. A neat little flower in white perianth and thin trumpet of a delicate shade of 
pink. 

PATit
A. This is a good late flower, having large clear solid white perianth and a yellow 

	

1 	cup with a frilled band of orange-red.  

4,.. PAROO. A nice show flower with white perianth and light cup edged with orange. 
Np4 1y 

PARTELLA. A large cup flower when first opens is pale pinkish later going almost white, 
an unusual colour. Fast increaser. 

PALE MOON. A well balanced and perfectly portioned flower, the large flat crown of creamy 

\N 	
,gov green with a lovely sea green centre lays flat back on to the ice white per- 

jv Nd„i 	ianth a most unusual and pretty flower. $1.00. 

• PARDENS PRIDE. A most striking rod and white flower breed from Signal Light x Arbor, the 
broad snow white perianth are shovel pointed. The medium size cup is glow- 

igi`f 	ing orange-red, over n11  a large flower a contrast in colour. 41.00. 
_ _ — 

PASTEL PINK. An early flower of a lovely shade of pastel pink. Last a long time on the 
plant. 

PELHAM. A bi-colour trumpet with white perianth and light cup edged with orange. 
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PEACHY CREA. This is a medium flower of rich colour and beauty the star shaped perianth 
is milky white and the long cup is light yellow at the base and the top 
half is a lovely shade of coppery pink with a lovely frilled edge. A most 
gorgeous flower. $3.00. 

PILGRIM LASS. A nice well balanced flower with goblet shaped rounded white perianth, 
the medium sized cup is orange with a dark orange red band at mouth. A 
good keeper on long stems. $1.00. 

PIRATES TREASURE. A fine unusual coloured flower having broad milky white perianth and 
a large frilled cup of a beautiful shade of orange, yellow really 
stand out when growing or when picked. '1.00. 

pinks, over the years we have bred a number 
pink but this one is the deepest pink yet. 
white while the tapered large cup is a deep 
d crinkled edge. One of our most talked 

PINK GALO . A very large daffodil and quite unique flower in pink, having a long large 
cup of deep pink, in face it has passed the pink stage and gone into 
reddish-pink, has large white perianth, it flutes its large flower on 
strong stems. A good increaser. $1.00. 

PINK LACE. This is one of our new pinks. It has lovely rosey pink frilled large cup and 
the perianth are white. It is much admired by the public. $1.00. 

PINK LASS. Krange x Blushing Bride. A nice pink in the large cup class. The cup is 
1„. 	4/07.V fluted at top of a nice shade of pink. A good doer and increaser. 

PINK DOVA. A nice show flower in the pink with thick white perianth and trumpet of a 
-7-49 good shade of pink. 

PINK FRILLS. One of the nicest flowers that ever drew sap. The perianth is white and 
the large cup is a beautiful shade of pink, with an outstanding frill, when 
growing or massed in a vase it is truly beautiful. $1.00. 

PLEI ES. A number of extra large flowers with flat white perianth and soft yellow cups 
s: to each massive stem, in other words an improved egg and bacon, but flowers 

are three times as big. Lovely perfume. Has the largest bulb of any daffodil. 

POACHED EGG. All 

PORT LATTA,,LaSS. 

-/il  

yellow flower with an enormous large cup. 

Breema x Salmon Trout. One could claim this to be perfect pink. Has 
long smooth perianth like satin and long cup nearly trumpet size of 
deep shado of pink and retains its colour over long period when picked. 
The best pink we have bred to date. $2.00. 

PRETTY GIRL. A first class flower in the flat cups, the milky white perianth are flat 
and the magnificent flat cup of dark apricot lays flat and covers two -
thirds of the perianth a spectacular flower that hits the eye. $1.00. 

PRINCESS ,OF TASMANIA. W.J. Smith x Cuprona. A flat cup flower of light yellow and edged 
with orange perianth, very attractive on long stem. Good increaser. 

PRINCE ROMANI 

pRTDP,  OF SPRING. 

\75k 

PTOLEMY. A very early large flower with broad creamy-white perianth and a soft primrose 
tinted canary trumpet. 

PURPLE,CUP. This one is a new colour break, with white perianth and large cup nearly 

t-c) 	
trumpet size with a purplish frill. 

PINK CRINKLE. A superb flower in the frilled 
of these large frilled cups of 
The slight rounded perianth is 
shade of pink with a frilled an 
about new releases. :2.00. 

A lovely coloured flower with snow white shovel pointed perianth. The 
large expanding cup is a lovely unusual shade of bronte apricot with 
the colour running half an inch or so into the perianth a most lovely 
coloured flower. $2.00. 

A most lovely flower of finest texture with large overlapping satin 
white shovel pointed perianth of good substance, the large bell shaped 
cup is a glowing copper pink, the flower is carried on eighteen inch 
thick stem, a most vigorous grower, $1.00. 
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RED VELVET. Home Fixes x Royal Palm. One of our good red and yellow with dark yellow 
perianth and intense red cup, it stands out like a beacon among the other 

449/`( flowers and is quite sun-proof. T41.00. 
50 	 
RED ROTTED TRUMPET. White perianth with a deep orange-red cup with the edge rolled back 

a nice flower on tall stems. 

RED PAN. Everybody's favourite with snow white perianth and little flat orange cup which 
',„/1 ,./  lies back on. the perianth, a vase full at eye level is a sight for sore eyes. _.

rliY-  To see• it at its best it must be picked when nearly open as it burns in the sun. 

REDL' DS. This bright red and yellow might be described as a large and improved Hugh 
Poate a gorgeous flower has won many championships on the show bench in Tas. 

(dIV $2.00. 
RED MINI SKIRT. A most intense coloured flower deep yellow perianth and a intense deep 

7'T 7-j )..cr 	vivid red cup, long lasting when picked, $100. 

lovely quality flower of medium size, rather small saucer shaped cup is 
of light orange and the rim of dark orange-red and the perianth is shovel 
pointed of glistening pure white. A very pretty flower. 

ROBERT DIXON. Named after our local chemist, who bred it. A pretty unusual flower with 
long trumpet of butter yellow and white perianth with the yellow of the 
trumpet running into the perianth for half an inch or so. Always much ad-
mired in our garden. $1.00. 

ROSE GIANT. A giant in the pinks with clear light perianth and an extra large flared 
pink cap. A good doer and increaser. 

ROSANA. CREAKY pink trumpet with white background. 
v' 

ROSARIO. Another good pink daffodil. This f3ewer has a good overlapping pure white per-
ianth with a large pure pink crown. 

ROSE LIP. Broad overlapping flat pure white perianth with a nice deep pink crown nearly 
sc;50 trumpet measurement. 

ROYAL APPLAUSE. This is one of the flat cups which are coming so popular today white 
perianth and a large flat cup of orange a Cuprona x Tunis seedling. 

ROYAL MODEL. Another addition to the flat cups, Scout x Jas Wyness cross a truly beaut-
iful. flower with big white perianth and large flat orange cup. 

ROYAL HERO. A yellow trumpet, for size it takes a lot of beating, with creamy-yellow 
("\ 	m7  -7-i 	perianth and immense yellow frilled trumpet a must. 

ROYAL ROM. White perianth with broad overlapping perianth and fine large pale lemon 
cup beautiful fringed at edge. 

. A nice flower in the large flat cup class has large off white perianth, 
the large round flat cup is light orange and the rim is a shade darker 
and frilled. A nice flower. °,'1.00. 

REGAL VISTA. 

ROYAL PRIDE  

ROVER'S RETURN. A late flower of unusual colour. The perianth is pure white and over-
lapping, while the flanged cup is of creamy white with serrated edge 
with a narrow margin of brown. It could be called a new colour break 
where other flowers of this type have a red edge. $1.00. 

RUBUE. A large flower with broad overlapping yellow perianth which incline to twist a 
little. The widely expanded cup is bright flaming orange-red and its brightness 
improves with age. V1,00. 

T 	RUSS HOLLAND. A most distinct variety, the whole flower opens a 

11c/ 	
after a few days the inside of the deeply frilled 
while the out side frills retain their colour, An 

greeny sulphur-lemon, 
trumpet passes to white, 
excellent garden variety. 

SALLY JOE. A nice pink with white perianth and pink trumpet. 
r4 1 4 

SCARBO. A flower that no-one can help liking. Has dark orange-red large flat cup to a 
background of lighter orange porianth. For something showy we recommend this one. 

WH 
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SAVAGE RIVER. A superb flower of grand form and first class quality breed from Salmon 
Trout x Blushing Bride. The white perianth are of lovely smooth texture 
the broad overlapping segments slightly pointed at the tips, the well 
balanced shapely long cup is deep rose pink throughout, nicely flanged 
at top and carried on extra long strong stems. A first class show "Lower 
$2.00. Sold out. 
One of the showiest of the poetaz section, flowers borne four on a stem, 
each individual bloom being very large and perfectly round, eye flat and 
crinkled bright brick red, perianth very overlapping, rich aericot yellow 
tinted at base with the colour of the eye. 

-4_ SIGNAL LIGHT. A most striking red and white flower, large saucer shaped crown of bright 
1/./41-7,1 1-1 4 glowing rod and is almost sun-proof. 

SILVER WEDDING. A medium sized absolutely pure white flower of the utmost charm and re- 
1 	finement, smooth clear-cut sharp pointed perianth and perfectly proport- 

ioned slender straight-sided trumpet which has a very neatly rolled 
back mouth. 

SIR HEATON RHODES. One of the best red and white flowers the perianth is clear snow 
of 	 white, overlapping and of exceptionally smooth texture, the beaut- 

). 	ifully proportioned cup is very deep glowing-red.-Plant of great 
vigor and lasting qualities. $1.00. 

SLEMISH. A superb pure white flower of fine carriage, magnificent flat overlapping per-
ianth, well balanced crown, which is distinctly purer white than the perianth. 

SNOWLANDS. An enormous large white cup. Strong grower. $2.00. 

T: 
SNOW MONASH. A popular flower with large white perianth and an immense giant trumpet 

opening light lemon, later passing to white. $1.00. 

SOCihlY GIRL. A late flower, very welcome at the end of season to brighten things up, 
it has white curved dropping perianth and a medium size flared cup of 
light orange base and the brim has a nice wide border of darker orange. 

SCARLET GEM. 

qt 

TOE 

TOP 

TROUL 

TRUE I 

TUDOR I 

\- A_TusK.AR  . 
\' 	s 

TusKAR . 

UEAMIRRA.  
'410 

WHITE W12,1( 

SOUVENIte. A new colour break in daffodils the colour of the cup which is an Artist 
Model seedling, this gorgeous flower is hard to explain. The white perianth 

4 	are pointed and the medium sized nicely flared cup is a shade of apricot 
bronze with a band of gold serrated edge. This flower is really breath-taking. 
$2.00. 

SPELLBINDER. A large flower of clear luminous greeny sulphur-lemon when fully developed 
the inside is almost white while the out--side retains its colour truly a 
beautiful flower. A vase full  when picked a week is something out of 
another world. 

SPRING HONEY MOON. This is one of the many good flowers we have raised from Artist 
Model. When first open it is all white later on the wide flat cup 
passes to creamy-yellow with a wide margin on edge of an unusual 
colour of buff brown it could be called a new colour break. $1.00. 

STAR FIRE. A most unusual and pretty flower the star-like perianth are intense yellow 
and the long cup is of intense orange-red bringing many comments from vis-
itors. A vase full leaves little to be desired. $1.00. 

STAR OF VENUS. A sweet flower with long white perianth and medium size cup of light 
lemon. The flower is carried on long stems. Good increaser. 

SUMMER HAT. A very large imposing novelty flower, has big floppy light yellow perianth 
and medium flared cup of orange-red with touches of white on the rim over-
all resembles a woman's summer hot. 

SUNNY SPRING. A most charming and distinct flower with broad rounded flat white per-
ianth, the large expanded saucer shaped cup is a brilliant dark apricot 
a contrast of colour. $1.00. 

SWEET HEART. A neat little flower in the pinks, a rather late flower;  the clean cut 
overlapping perianth is white while the long bell shaped cup with a flange 
is pure glowing pink, a vase full is most attractive. $1.00. 

)P 
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SWEET ISLI. A round flower of faultless formation. The aerianth are oveaLapping are off 
white, the rather large cup lies flat back over the perianth. T110. colour is 
maize with a shade darker rim a most perfect flower. 75 cents. 

TAKONE. A flower of good substance and quality the perianth are pure white, slightly 
pointed at the tipl, tho large cup is bell- shaped, neatly flanged and of good 
shade of pink. A good grower and increaser. $1.00. 

TASSIE QUEEN. Breed from orange cup x Ivo Fell, with white perianth and a large cup which 
open an unusual colour that could be called dark apricot, later fades to a 
light apricot with a white flecked serrated brim. 

TASMANIA'. Of all the years of breeding daffodils we consider that Tasmania is our best - 
a large flower breed from Artist Model, the perianth open yellow and the large 
flat cup is up to Zf inches across open off orange bronze, and as the flower 
ages the perianth goes milky white, and the cup goes a darker shade of orange. 
It is just really stunning. Brings many a gasp from visitors. $5.00. 

TERENA. A large cup bicolour the cup is a lovely shade of yellow with an extra large 
• roll. 

TEPAKA. A medium cup flower with an orange cup and yellow perianth, with a tinge of red 
PIN running through the petals. Unusual. 

4'4.74G 

TERRIFIC. An enormous flat cup type. The cup which is over Zi inches across is yellow 
with the edge tipped light orange. This one brings lots of comments from 
visitors. $1.00. 

TIME AND TIDE. A very brilliant coloured flower, the perianth is pure white of substance, 
the large expanded cup is light orange, with a broad crinkle red band. 
A fascinating flower. $1.00. 

THE SCOUT. One of the popular flat cup white perianth and an extra large flat cup of 
yellowish -orange which lies back on the perianth. A good one. 

TOBIN BRONZE. A most charming and distinct flower breed from Cuprona x John Elevyn, with 
broad large round white perianth and when first open the large expanding 
cup is light orange and ter on it turns to a lovely shade of yellow-
bronze, Good increaser., 1.00. 

TOP SECRET. A most unusual and pretty flower brood from Artist Model. The perianth which 
are white, are round and overlapping, the medium size flat cup is orange with 
frilled and serrated edge a most lovely flower. $1.00. 

TROUSSEAU. An exquisite bicolour trumpet of superb quality, perfect form, great sub-
stance and fine texture, flat pure white perianth and well proportioned straight 
neatly flanged trumpet which opens soft yellow and passes gradually to a rich 
buff rose-cream. A show flower. 

TRUE LOVER, A truly gorgeous flower, with a big lovely pink frilled cup and white per-. 
ianth. A slow increaser but the blooms are something out of another world. $1. 

TUDOR MINSTREL. An outstanding flower, far ahead of anything else of its typo. The beaut- 
/ t-1 	iful smooth broad perianth is over inches across and the large, nicely 

fringed cup is of deep bright almost orange-yellow. Show flower. 

a,,VUSKAR LICIT. A large flower, with broad white perianth and flat citron crown with broad 
coatI margin of bright rod. 

• 
TUSKAR LIGHT. JNR. A fantastic flower of remarkable colouring breed from Tucker Light, 

has shovel pointed white perianth, the large saucer shaped cupis light 
orange with a lovely broad band of bright orange that is frilled and 
serrated, takes a little time when picked to obtain its bright colour, 
a vase full is just stunning. $1.00. 

AUKAM1RRA. A small  cup edge rod with glistening white perianth a very pretty show flower. 
a IWO 

\. WHITE WINGS. A large flower with big white perianth and big cup of orange with edge 
flecked white. 
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WINGS OF THE MORNING. A very fine large flower with long white perianth and large ex-
panding cup, is of light yellow, a fine addition to this class 
in which really good flowers are scarce. The flower when open 
first has a clear bright look with the contrast in colour makes 
it a good late flower carried on long stems and a good grower. 

WILD ROSE. Not a large flower but very attractive with its white perianth and cup of 
rose-pink right to the base. Late. 

Also mixed unnamed Daffodils, '46 per 100. 

Ideal for drive-ways, parks, etc. good cut flowers, and makes excellent show. 

SPECIAL PRICE CUT  

The varieties listed below have multiplyed most freely, thus producing ample stocks 
of bulbs. So we are giving a cut, the dozen is priced @ $3.00. thus a saving of 1.20. 
Plus postage. 

CAMBERWELL KING 

DEAR HENRY 

DUNKELD 

IVO FRU, 

NEW MOON 

OMAROE 

PARTELLA 

PLOMLEY 

PURPLE CUP 

TASSIE QUEEN 

SPELLBINDER 

WILD ROSE. 



OWINGHINTS ON G 	DAFFODIZS 

Daffodils do best in the cooler climates of Australia, where the spring rain fall is 
good. Daffodils will grow well in most soils, they are not gross feeders but of course 
the better the soil the better the flowers. TO got the best out of them they wan_• to 
be planted in a bed of their own, as when they die down they have not got to be watered 
in the summer time, as they like a spell, and if planted with other plants that need 
watering they don't do as good. They want to be planted about three inches deep and 
four inches apart. 
The best manure to give them is three parts superphosphate, and two parts potash when 
planting, and then again just when an odd one starts to come through the ground, we 
find that this second dressing is the best as the potash puts a lovely colour into the 
flowers. They are best planted in February and March, so they got a good root hold 
before the cold weather sets in, they like the full sun and will not flower if grown 
in the shade. Lift and divide every three to five years. 

All orders should have several names added as sustitutos, as bookings are very heavy 
on some varieties, if any variety ordered has been sold out, wo reserve the right to 
substitute with one of similar colour, which we consider as good unless otherwise 
instructed. 

All orders $8 and over $1 bulb given free our own choice. 

Gash with order and please add postage. 

Parcel Post 	  1 dozen bulbs weigh approximately 2 lbs. 

Tasmania 

 

I5 cents per 2 lbs. 

 

Other States 	 70 cents per 2 lbs. 


